SHOP SECRETS: TRICKS OF THE TRADE 8 x 30 LIFESTYLE
A crack team of salespeople take to the high street to show the secret tricks, marketing techniques and scams carried out daily in shops and restaurants across Britain. Hidden cameras will catch them in the act as they practice the dark arts of upselling, flattery and manipulation in a variety of locations from clothes shops to supermarkets. Presented by UK Daily Telegraph feature writer Harry Wallop.

THE UNDATEABLES S3, 4 x 60 LIFESTYLE
Looking for love can be tricky - add disability to the equation and it can sometimes seem almost impossible. This uplifting series follows the journeys of extraordinary singletons as they enter the dating circuit in pursuit of love. From a four-time gold medal winner in the Dwarf Games to a Jazz singer with Tourette’s, follow them as they enter the world of blind dates, matchmaking and speed-dating.

GAME OF STONES 6 x 60 EXPLORATION
Billions of dollars in precious stones are unearthed each year, but the rarest never make it to the open market. That’s where Don Kogen, America’s most extreme gem hunter, comes in. Kogen specializes in finding rare stones from the most dangerous places on earth. Kogen and his team travel to Brazil, the Himalayas, Thailand, Turkey, India, Tanzania and Romania, racing against fast and fierce competitors to be the first to find the rare stones.

MYSTERY OF THE LOST ISLANDS 6 x 60 NATURE
Famed wildlife expert Dave Salmoni turns predator-detective as he tries to solve strange animal mysteries surrounding some of the planet’s most remote islands. Dave meets the true survivors of the natural world - islands that have developed unique ecosystems and species and animals that have adapted perfectly to their environment.

INVITE MR WRIGHT: MYANMAR 1 x 60 TRAVEL
A television company in Yangon invites Ian to Myanmar where he meets a cast of great amateur ambassadors, all passionate about this unique and special place. Between meeting the country’s most popular soap star and holding a travel film master class with a new generation of TV talent, Ian learns how to dress, make-up and eat like a Yangon local.

INVITE MR WRIGHT: CHINA 3 x 60 TRAVEL
Intrepid explorer and globetrotter extraordinaire Ian Wright heads to China. His first stop is Beijing, where movie superstar Zhang Ziyi invites Ian to the set of her latest blockbuster. Next, Ian meets up with winter sports fanatic Longmou Li in Harbin. And Ian is in for a surprise because his invitation to XinJiang in China’s far west comes from a group of youngsters passionate about the world’s coolest urban sport – parkour.

MAN UP 10 x 60 LIFESTYLE
This quirky, intelligent, and emotional series searches for the hidden male hero inside. Presented by British comedienne Olivia Lee, Man Up steps in to transform these hapless blokes into eligible, capable and dateable men. With the support of counseling psychologist Anjula Mutanda and style guru Gemma Sheppard, each aims to improve self-esteem and arm the men with the tools for a better life.

TREEHOUSE MASTERS S2, 10 x 60 NATURE
Pete Nelson is back, designing more private escapes for those with a passion to reconnect with nature and awaken their inner child. Pete goes out on a limb to create breathtaking realities for a host of clientele including designing multi-bedroom dream tree houses complete with functional plumbing and electricity, to simple one-room lofts.

HOW TECH WORKS S3, 13 x 30 SCIENCE
From the Bac Mono, the world’s only street-legal single-seater sports car to the Banpo Bridge Fountain in Seoul, How Tech Works takes viewers around the world to see the latest in cutting-edge science and technology, and meet the inventors and innovators. Hosted by British scientist Dr. Basil Singer.

THE FIGHTERS 8 x 60 LIFESTYLE
South Boston is one of the toughest neighborhoods in the nation. For a group of dedicated young Bostonian men, boxing is not only a pastime, it’s a lifeline. Still, the sport’s popularity has been declining dramatically. UFC president Dana White and former fighter Peter Welch enlist the city’s top trainers to revob the scenes in Becky Boston. Each episode documents the daily struggles, personal relationships and epic training sessions as the fighters prepare for the fight of their lives.

BUILDING THE WORLD CUP 3 x 60 ENGINEERING
Go behind-the-scenes to see the creation of three state-of-the-art football stadiums capable of hosting international soccer at the highest level - Rio de Janeiro’s iconic Maracaná Stadium, the Corinthians Arena in São-Paulo; and the Amazônia Arena in the heart of the Brazilian rainforest. All three stadiums are different – architecturally and engineering-wise. With the 2014 World Cup looming and the eyes of the world on Brazil, can the country deliver on time and on budget?

MIND CONTROL FREAKS 8 x 30 SCIENCE
This series shows how vulnerable we can all be to manipulation – no matter how strong-minded we believe we are. Four talented experts, led by Alexis Conran, employ a range of respected psychological techniques, revealing that none of us are completely in control.

SAVAGE ALASKA 1 x 60 NATURE
Alaska covers one-fifth of the land area of the United States, containing 17 of the 20 highest mountains in the US. Large areas are still vast wilderness and rich in wildlife, providing iconic images of the natural world.